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2.

Introduction

2.1 ISC Germany
The International Shoe Competence Center Pirmasens gGmbH or ISC Germany for short is a training and
research centre for the footwear industry, its suppliers, and for trade. ISC’s services comprise
professional training, further education, R&D as well as consulting, primarily in the areas of quality,
product and process improvement. ISC is specialised in conceiving customised trainings focusing on the
technical aspects of industrial shoe production aiming to increase quality and efficiency, and we impart
product competence for purchasing and sales staff. ISC works on a global scale and deploys trainers
wherever required by the customer.

2.2 Description of the Project
Boost4Shoes aims to use the internet as a sales channel to increase revenues for SMEs of the footwear
sector from cross-border sales both within the EU and outside. This includes developing new sales and
marketing strategies by delivering training to footwear SMEs on how to penetrate foreign markets by
upgrading their online presence in order to increase cross-border sales revenues from the internet as a
sales channel.
The Boost4Shoes target groups include


footwear sector professionals dealing with management and sales



VET providers



SME Chambers



shoe industry representation bodies



IT companies



e-Commerce/Digital marketing trainers/coaches



young individuals who can benefit from additional skills which can help them obtain work and
mobility



Business Innovation Centres
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2.3



business incubation clusters



entrepreneurship associations



public officials responsible for entrepreneurship/growth/VET

Questionnaire Objectives

The objective of the survey which was carried out in the context of the Boost4Shoes project is to identify
the practices carried out by e-commerce retailers of the footwear industry in the countries of the
partnership (Poland, Greece, UK, Germany, Cyprus, Portugal, Romania) with focus also on cross-border
online sales. The conclusions to be drawn from the national phase will be compared to the best
practices carried out by the e-commerce retailers in these sectors in those countries previously
identified as leaders (Italy, Netherlands, Ireland, Austria and Lithuania) with focus also on cross-border
online sales in the European Union.
The comparative analysis of the Transnational Phase with the National Phase will reveal the gap
between the present situation ("AS-IS) and the desired situation ("TO-BE"), which will further drive the
inception of the perceived needs that will be presented to targeted beneficiaries for validation in the
context of O1/A2.
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3.

Summary of Questionnaire Results

3.1 Initial Information
15 participants responded to the German Boost4Shoes survey.
In terms of positions, there were











3 CEOs,
3 department heads (1 technical/production and 2 not further specified),
1 marketing person,
1 management assistant,
1 communications person,
2 employees (no further specification),
1 product developer,
1 product manager,
1 admin person, and
1 apprentice.

6 (= 40%) of the interviewees belong to the age group 51-56 years, 4 (= 27%) to the age group 20-35
years and 4 (= 27%) to the age group 36-50 years. 1 participant (= 6%) is over 65.

Age groups
6%
27%
20-35
36-50
51-65
> 65

40%
27%
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3 participants represent shoe manufacturers, 2 work in shoe design, 1 participant comes from the
supplying industry (not further specified), 1 works for a footwear retailer, and the remaining 8
participants work for training and / or research organisations.

7%

20%

Shoe retailer
Shoe manufacturer

Designer

53%

Supplier

13%

Training

7%

Q5: Does your company have a channel for online sales?
Most participants (13 = 87%) stated that their companies do not have an online sales channel. Only two
(=13%) claimed to have one.

Does your company have an online sales channel?
13%

Yes

No

87%
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Q5a: If "YES", what kind of channel?
One company uses an external web shop solution, the other company has developed an own solution.

Own solution: 1
External
solution: 1

No online sales
channel at all:
13

Q5b: What level of e-commerce do you operate?
13% of the participants operate an online sales channel , another 20% accept order by phone.
Fully
automated web
shop: 2
Order
acceptance by
phone: 3

No online sales:
10

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Q6: Does your organisation sell online across borders?
13% of the interviewees did not answer this question, whereas 87% said that their businesses did not
generate any cross-border online sales.

No answer 2

No crossborder online
sales: 13

The German participants did not answer Q7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
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3.2 Skills and Knowledge
Q12: Which of the following features do you consider important for selling products and/or services
online?
15
12
9
6
3
0

5
4
3
2
1
0

The German interviewees considered as the most important features for online sales:





safe payment methods,
delivery methods and costs
product visualisation,
rich product information,

Under “other” one person stated that for selling shoes online size & fit information was indispensible
and another person expressed the opinion that raising desire was a key task of web shops.

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Q13: When communicating with a cross-border purchaser, which means of communication do you
consider important?
When it comes to communication tools in web shops, the German replies show that the majority of the
participants believes that
 emails are by far considered to be the best communication tool for transnational online
purchases, followed by
 contact forms, and
 telephone (toll free or call-back numbers)
Considered less important: Online chat, normal landline numbers, Skype. Under “other”, one participant
mentioned video calls as a communication tool he/she would consider important.

15
12
9

5

6

4

3

3

0

2
1
0
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Q14: Sort in order of importance from 0-5, the following skills you consider crucial for an e-commerce
sales manager.
In fact, all proposed skills in the proposed list were rated as important or even very important. Still, a
ranking can be defined:
A good command of the English language unanimously tops the list of skills necessary to successfully
manage cross-border e-commerce sales according to the German participants.
Other skills rated to be important were a sound knowledge of legal issues, as well as to be able to
propose customer and personal services, and to be capable of mastering the payment tools.
Still quite important skills: Administration tools, sales management, web development, communications
and media, data analysis, graphic design.

15
12

9
6
3
0

5
4
3
2
1
0
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Q15: What elements of the website do you consider important?
In contrast to the replies to Q14, where the participants practically rated all of the skills proposed as
important, the replies to Q15 reveal that some of the proposed features kind of fall through in the
opinion of the interviewees.
To establish a ranking according to the replies related to important website features:
Top of the list: Secure transactions (Trust Seals), professional design, easy-to-find delivery and return
policies as well as clear and quick navigation.
Definitely important: A variety of payment options and legal information.
Social media presence, surprisingly, is rated kind of important but not of vital importance; same for
customer reviews of purchased products.
Less important were considered consumer loyalty schemes and newsletters, and even less sales alerts
and discussion forums.

15
12
5

9
6
3
0

4
3
2
1
0
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Q16: What concerns do you have when it comes to cross border sales?
By far the biggest concern of the German interviewees about cross-border online sales is the lack of
expertise of different legal systems (87%), followed by uncertainty about international regulations
(60%).
Other problems, according to about half of the German interviewees, could be language problems and
privacy concerns (53%), the fear of falling victim to scams or fraud as well as uncertainty caused by
exchange rate fluctuations.
About one third of the participants think that important cost of monetary transactions with foreign
countries could occur, or stated a lack of trust in foreign customers and distribution systems.
About one out of four interviewees said that they had reserves because of unknown payment services,
and expressed doubts whether their products would meet a demand abroad, or a lack of trust in online
sales in general.
The least worrying issues (ticked by about one in eight interviewees) are inexperience with other
cultures, IT skills, distribution issues and having to build a brand from scratch.

15

Major concerns in cross border
sales

12
9
6

Other

Lack of trust in foreign…

Concern about privacy

Hassle of building one’s…

Uncertainty whether there is…

Inexperience with other…

International regulation

Distribution issues

Unknown payment services

IT Skills

Lack of trust in Internet…

Worried about falling victim…

Worried about exchange…

Credit card payment costs…

Language problems

0

Different legal systems / lack…

3
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Q17: As you have indicated ICT skills as a potential concern, please indicate what you consider your
weaknesses are or what would benefit you?
The vast majority of the participants from Germany (87%) believe that their ICT skills do not form an
obstacle should they wish to start selling online abroad.
Only 13% of the German interview partners are concerned about their ICT skills and therefore replied to
Q17.
The following chart depicts only the answers of these latter 13% of interviewees (the numbers 0 to 5
signal the importance of each issue, with 5 representing the most and 0 the least important issue):

5

Mobile technologies

4

Online / Computer Security

3

Social Networking

2

Internet consumer intelligence

1

Basic/core skills

0

Skills enhancement would enable
you to expand into ecommerce

0

1

2

3

For the companies stating that they believe their IT skills need to be reinforced, online security is far the
biggest concern. All other criteria, such as ICT basic core skills and further enhanced ICT skills, social
media skills, and internet consumer intelligence are considered as very important or important.
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3.3 Payment Tools
Q18: Do you consider that online payment systems have the appropriate security?
More than half of the German interviewees believe that online payment systems have the appropriate
security. 40% of the German survey participants think that online payment systems are not secure
enough, and 7% were undecided.

Security of online payment systems
No answer: 7%

Not secure
enough: 40%

Secure enough:
53%

Q19: What kind of payment do you offer?
87% of all interviewees stated that their company does not have a web shop. Only two (=13%) of all
interviewed companies do have a web shop, and only one third of these companies offers online
payment, whereas the other two thirds have opted for online ordering with offline payment. No
company offers both – online and offline – payment.

Kind of payment offered by businesses
13%
7%
Offline
Online

60%

Both

No answer

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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3.4 Data Analysis
Q21: Do you consider having the necessary knowledge for data analysis (data mining and / or big
data)?
The majority of interviewees (60%) consider themselves with no sufficient necessary knowledge for
data analysis (and this could be one of the reasons why they do not run a web shop), whereas 13%
believe to have the necessary knowledge, and 27% don’t know.

Necessary knowledge for data analysis
13%

27%

Yes
No
No answer

60%

Q22: Do you use any specific data analysis software?
7% of the companies participating in the survey DO use data analysis software (but did not specify
which), whereas 53% do not. 40 % of the interviewees did not reply to this question.

Use of data analysis software
7%
40%

Yes
No

53%
No answer
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Q23: Do you use a database to keep the information of your clients and products?

Use of a database for products and clients
Yes

47%

40%

No
No answer

13%

47% of the interviewed businesses use databases with information of clients and products (and as only
13% o the German interviewees claim to have a web shop, the responses apparently do not necessarily
refer to online sales) and 13% do not use a database. 40% of the total number of interviewees did not
reply to this question.
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3.5. Communications and Media
Q24: Indicate how confident you are when you get your services / products to the web through the
following:
Integration with offline promotional
activity

5
4

Promotional strategies

3
2

Data requirements (product
information management, imagery,
attributes, metadata)

1

Basic presentation (searches, filters,
sort orders, promotions)

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Q24 was only answered by about half of the interviewees. They seem, for the most part, rather
confident in terms of basic presentation as well as integration with offline promotional activities. They
are less confident when it comes to promotional strategies and product information management.
Q25. Does your organisation have a person in charge of communications and Social Media
(Community Manager)?
Two thirds of the businesses interviewed have the position of a communications / Social Media
manager, reflecting the awareness of the importance of such a position, whereas 20% do not and 13%
did not reply to this question.

Communications Manager
13%

Yes
No
No answer

20%
67%
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Q26. Which of the following e-Commerce concepts are you familiar with?
Roughly half of the interviewees responded to Q26. About half of the interviewees who responded were
familiar with concepts such as search engine placement, search engine optimisation, or
personalisation. Less known: web usability, search engine ads, or recommendation system. Very few
claimed to know what conversion rates and local e-commerce mean, and only one interviewee proved
expert knowledge in all other categories.

Familiarisation with e-commerce concepts

6
5
4
3
2
1
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Recommendation systems

Data Mapping

User Modelling

Local e-Commerce

Search engine ads

Conversion rate

Web usability

Personalization

Open-source merchant
server software

E-commerce templates

Site building tools

Hosted e-Commerce sites

Pay Per Click (PPC)

Search engine placement

Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO)

0
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Q27: Mark the social media tools that your organisation uses.
Again, only about half of the interviewees responded to Q27. Facebook and LinkedIn seem the social
media tools of choice among the German participants answering this question. Far behind, Instagram
got one mention. “Other” was further specified to be Xing.
5

Social media tools used
4

3

2

1

0
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Q28: Which of the following tasks do you carry out through social media?
With only 50% of the survey participants answering Q28, it is still evident that the businesses consider
social media as appropriate channels to convey general information about the company as well as to
promote products. All other features proposed were not mirrored. “Other”: One company reported to
post job vacancies on social media.
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Tasks through social media

Q29: Do you know how to make your online offerings interact with SEO and/or PPC?
Q29 reveals SEO /PPC as practically unknown: SEO / PPC mean something to only 6% of all participants,
whereas two thirds do not know how to use SEO/PPC. 27% of interviewees did not answer Q29.

Do you know how to make your online offerings interact
with SEO and/or PPC?
27%

6%
Yes
No

67%

No answer
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Q30: Are you familiar with the use of cookies for personalisation?
Using cookies is a feature that very few, only 20% of the interviewees are familiar with. Two thirds are
not familiar with using cookies and 27% of all participants did not answer this question.

Familiarisation with cookies for personalisation
20%

27%

Yes

No

53%

No answer

Q31: Are you currently using any metrics or performance indicators to measure your sales
performance?
Only about half of the interviewees (47%) responded to Q31. 7% of the companies reported to use
metrics and performance indicators, whereas 40% report not to.

Use of indicators for sales performance measurement
7%

53%

40%

Yes
No
No answer

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Q32: Please indicate how confident you are with your understanding of the following:

5

How to improve shopping bag
design to increase clickthrough
to checkout

4
Essential usability & persuasion
techniques for an
intuitive checkout process

3
Key usability & persuasion
principles for product page
design

2

1

Key usability & persuasion
principles for search, navigation
& browsing

0

Key principles to encourage
visitors to buy

0

1

2

3

4

5

Q32 was answered by only about half of all interviewees. In total, one can state that – apart from few
exceptions – on average the interviewees are not terribly confident in the areas mentioned.
Q33: Do you have policies on sales or returns? (100% of the interviewees responded to Q33)

Policies on sales or returns

47%

53%

Yes
No

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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Q34: What are the barriers to you in expanding your e-commerce provision?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Barriers in expanding e-commerce provision

The total of all interviewees responded to Q34. In short, the most important barrier to expand ecommerce provisions is the lack of skills/knowledge. The interviewees replying “other” stated that the
products/services cannot be sold over the internet (for the most part this is what the training / research
/ consultancy providers remarked).
Q35: Is language a barrier to cross-border e-commerce? (100% of the interviewees responded to Q35)

Language barrier to cross-border e-commerce
Yes
No
Sometimes
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3.6

Graphic Design

Q36: Do you use specific software tools for the following tasks when implementing changes to your
online store, website or social media?
Only one third of the interviewees responded to this question. The main software tools in use relate to
graphics or photo imaging (by far topping the list). 3D design was mentioned by two interviewees, VR
and AR gathered 1 response each.

6

Software tools for implementing changes to online
store, website, social media

5
4
3
2
1
0
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3.7

Marketing Tools

Q37: Have you ever participated in a training course on marketing strategies for online sales?
Only one interviewee ever participated in a training course for online sales management. About four
quarters of the interviewees stated that they never underwent such training. One fifth did not answer
the questions.

Training courses on marketing for online sales
7%

20%

Yes
No

73%

No answer

Q38: Do you use a sales and marketing software, such as AdWords, to increase the number of visitors
of your website?
Only one participant uses specific software to increase the website visits. All others don’t use such tools
(53%) or did not answer Q38 (40%).

Use of software to increase website visits
7%
40%

53%

Yes
No
No answer
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Q39. Do you have a trademark?
Only 13% of the interviewees stated to have a trademark. 47% don’t and 40% did not answer Q39.

Do you have a trademark?
13%

Yes

40%

No

47%
No answer
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3.8 English language
Q40: In which languages is your online store available?
3 of the German interviewees claimed that their online store was available in English (seems like this
includes training organisations with course reservation systems) and two said to have an online store in
German language. “Others” were specified as online stores in Chinese and Rumanian.

3

Language used in online stores

2

1

0
English

French

German

Arabic

Other(s)
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3.9 Training on e-commerce
Q41. Considering all your responses: What information / assistance would best support your business
in becoming more active DOMESTICALLY in e-commerce?
Roughly half of the German interviewees responded to Q41, which is no surprise because 40% of the
survey participants stated in Q34 that their product / service cannot be sold over the internet.
However, 40% of the total survey participants stated that they would appreciate greater information on
successful e-commerce strategies. This finding is certainly an important outcome of the survey.
8

Assistance needed for domestic e-commerce

7
6
5
4

3
2
1
0
Greater
information on
how to succeed
by using ecommerce

Market
intelligence

Retail / vendor
confidence

Economic
assistance

Other
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Q42. Considering all your responses: What information / assistance would best support your business
in becoming more active in terms of CROSS BORDER e-commerce?
Roughly half of the survey participants answered Q42, which is no surprise (as in Q41) as 40% of the
survey participants stated in Q34 that their product / service cannot be sold over the internet.
Besides the fact that the companies wish to gain a better insight into the respective foreign markets,
again an important percentage stated that they would appreciate greater information on successful ecommerce strategies.
7
6
5
4

3
2
1
0
Greater
Information on
how to succeed
by using ecommerce

Market
intelligence

Retail / vendor
confidence

Economic
assistance

No answer

Assistance needed for cross-border sales
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4. Conclusions
To ISC’s biggest regret and despite all efforts to incite especially shoe manufacturing companies (KMUs)
to participate in the Boost4Shoes survey, only 15 interviewees replied to the German questionnaire.
However, knowing the German specifics of the footwear industry, this quota is actually not so bad, as
the Association of the German Footwear and Leather Goods Industry reports 65 shoe production sites*
(some companies have more than one site; consequently, the number of companies is lower but the
actual number of companies is not communicated). Also, ISC was successful in drawing participants from
(VET) training providers, who could not really make statements on web shop experiences but still were
able to help define the skill profile of an online sales manager.
The German participants in the survey represent the full range of different age groups, with the age
group of 51-65 year olds being the most prominent (40%), and with equal participation of the age
groups 20-35 and 36-50 years, and one “senior” (> 65 years).
Their backgrounds: We had shoe manufacturers (CEOs, heads of - mainly technical - departments),
retailers, designers, one shoe developer, one marketing and one communications person, one
management assistant, simple employees and one apprentice. Training organisations were well
represented with presumably about half of the participants.
Only few companies with web shops were involved in the survey, which can be interpreted as one
important finding of the survey: The majority of German shoe manufacturing SMEs do apparently not
run online stores, neither on a domestic nor on European or even international level.
The huge majority of the participants considered safe payment methods, delivery methods and costs,
product visualisation and rich product information key for selling products online.
In terms of communication means, email, contact forms and toll-free and call-back telephone numbers
were seen as appropriate communication instruments for cross-border purchases. This could mean that
people are not familiar or aware of more recent communications technologies and that it would be
worth the effort to introduce these technologies to the businesses. On the other hand, it could also
mean that the ARE familiar with other communications tools but judge them as inappropriate.
When it comes to defining the most important skills related to e-commerce sales management, a good
command of the English language turned out top of the list, followed by a sound knowledge of legal
issues, to be able to propose customer and personal services, and to be capable of mastering various
payment tools.
*Source: “Die deutsche Schuhwirtschaft in Zahlen 2016”, published in 2017 by HDS/L (Association of the German Footwear and Leather Goods
Industry)
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Also rated as important skills (only slightly less important as the previously mentioned skills):
Administration tools, sales management, web development, communications and media, data
analysis, graphic design.
Another key question related to important features of a website revealed: Secure transactions (Trust
Seals), professional design, easy-to-find delivery and return policies as well as clear and quick
navigation are topping the list. A variety of payment options and legal information also turned out
definitely important to the survey participants. Social media presence, surprisingly, is rated kind of
important but not of vital importance; same for customer reviews of purchased products, consumer
loyalty schemes and newsletters, and even less sales alerts and discussion forums.
Major concerns in cross-border sales for the German participants: lack of expertise of different legal
systems, uncertainty about international regulations, exchange rates, language problems and online
frauds. Other potential problems further down on the list: language issues and privacy concerns, the
fear of falling victim to scams or fraud as well as uncertainty caused by exchange rate fluctuations. The
least worrying issues (ticked by about one in eight interviewees) turned out to be inexperience with
other cultures, IT skills, distribution issues and having to build a brand from scratch.
Remarkable: in general, the responses indicate that the majority of companies feel pretty confident in
terms of IT skills. The ones that are not terribly confident state that their basic / core skills are probably
alright but they think that they would benefit from training on online / computer security, mobile
technologies, and internet consumer intelligence. Apparently there seems to a considerable
knowledge gap concerning data analysis, including data mining and big data. With one exception, the
participating companies use no data analysis software. However, about half use databases with
information of clients and products.
The interviewees seem, for the most part, rather confident in terms of their basic online presentation
as well as integration with offline promotional activities. They are less confident when it comes to
promotional strategies and product information management, which is where specific training
measures could help.
In terms of e-commerce concepts, about half of the interviewees who responded were familiar with
search engine placement, search engine optimisation, or personalisation. Less known: web usability,
search engine ads, or recommendation system. Very few claimed to know what conversion rates and
local e-commerce mean, and only one interviewee confirmed to possess expert knowledge in all other
categories. Conclusion: There seems to be a lot of room for improvement through training in this area,
too.
In regards to social media, the huge majority uses Facebook and LinkedIn. Instagram got one mention.
It is evident that the businesses consider social media as appropriate channels to convey general
information about the company as well as to promote products. One company claimed to post job
[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
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vacancies through social media. Other tasks – such as responding to clients’ doubts and questions,
sending instant messages, launching contests or special offers etc. were not considered.
Cookies or any metrics or performance indicators to measure sales performance are generally not in
use. Equally, only few participants seem to have (profound) knowledge in areas such as “How to
improve shopping chart design to increase click-through to checkout”, “Essential usability &
persuasion techniques for an intuitive checkout process”, “Key usability & persuasion principles for
search, navigation & browsing” or “Key principles to encourage visitors to buy”.
Finally, the majority of the interviewees said that to them, the main barriers in expanding e-commerce
activities (provided that their products / services can be sold over the internet) are Lack of
skills/knowledge, Global or European market uncertainty, complicated handling of returns.
Language issues are apparently not or only sometimes seen as a major problem to cross-border ecommerce.
In regards to knowledge and practices relating to the graphic design of the participating companies’
online systems, it seems that they use specific software tools mainly for graphics and photo imaging.
Only one makes use of AR and VR technologies.
The majority of the interviewees has never participated in any training course on marketing for online
sales and do not use any sales or marketing software to increase website or online shop traffic. The
participants noted that by far the most appreciated assistance for their business to become more active
both in domestic and cross-border e-commerce would be to enhance their knowledge on e-commerce
strategies and technologies.

[This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained herein.]

